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What to do when bubbles are too big 

 

1. For best dissolution results, ensure the injector is a Mazzei 

2. Use an orifice or orifice assembly on the IN TAKE (not ozone 

supply tube; will gum up and prevent ozone flow).  This will 

reduce bubble size, dissolve more ozone into the water, and 

also reduce any noise coming from the ozone generator.   

 

 

                       

                                              

 

CDS-16 and Spa Eclipse:  use yellow orifice 7-1213-10.  

First, remove dark grey felt air filter.  In the CDS-16, 

the orifice is slightly bigger in diameter than the hole 

in which it needs to go so PUSH it in.  The Spa Eclipse 

does not require pushing; the orifice fits.  Once orifice 

is in place, replace the grey felt air filter. 

MCD-50:  Remove cover so you can locate the air intake nipple 

of the CD electrode.  Punch out the right knock-out hole 

located on the bottom of the MCD-50.  Place orifice assembly 

9-0839-01 through the knock-out hole and attach to air intake 

nipple.  Replace lid using care not to crimp the wires on the 

left side. 

SO, HO (not pictured; grey) and T3:  simply slide orifice assembly 9-

0670-12 over the air intake nipple.  Use the top nipple.   T3 units are 

typically installed sideways so that the intake and outtake are as seen 

here.   
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3. Install a Mazzei Mixing Kit, or at least the LGM (Liquid Gas 

Mixer).  Get as much room between injector and LGM as 

possible.  The purpose is to catch any ozone that made it past 

the injector and give it a second chance of being dissolved.   
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